
Vista 5.0
Release 7

At a glance

We’re delighted to share the highlights from our seventh 
major release of Vista 5.0. Read on for an overview of the 
enhancements we’ve made to Vista Cinema software. For 
more information contact your Account Manager or read 
our Release Notes on the Vista Services site.

Products featured in this Release Overview are highlighted in 
white on the product list below: 

Experience

Web 

Mobile

Kiosk

Digital Signage

CXM (Customer Experience Manager)

Loyalty

Enterprise

Head Office

Horizon

Vouchers & Gift Cards

Film Manager

Cinema Intelligence

Group Sales

Services

Managed Upgrades

Custom Integrations

Custom Reports

Custom Feature Developments

First Level Support

Hardware

Operations

Point Of Sale

Cinema Manager

CashDesk

Food & Beverage

Serve

InTouch

Call Centre

movieXchange

Connect

Self Scan

UsherPoint

MovieTeam

Experience Web Additional payment options 2

Mobile Loyalty watchlist for Mobile 3

Kiosk Discount on top of deals and paid modifiers & New seat 
picker

4

Digital Signage Menu boards 5

Full screen option in Trailer template 6

Kitchen Order template enhancements

Play audio in templates and takeovers

CXM Living Ticket 7

Loyalty Enhanced Loyalty auditing, Tracking Loyalty 
subscription category changes & Subscriptions

8

Operations POS Displaying images for concession options at POS 9

Transferring and merging Group Sales checks

Tippable and non-tippable items

Cinema Manager Bulk cash up & Selling limits 10

Reverse stock receipts, Performance Increase &  Closing 
a sales session from multiple locations

11

Editing stock unit barcodes & Focus item setting 12

New Fund Balances report & updates to Marketing 
report data

13

Transferring cash drawer top ups to funds 14

Time & Attendance 15

Food & Beverage POS profile and Work Area overrides 16

Order-ready notifications at POS

Serve Enhanced integration for Loyalty in Serve 17

Adding manual discounts in Serve 18

Searching for items in Serve

InTouch Stocktake 19

Self Scan New Product 21

MovieTeam Enhancements 22

Enterprise Head Office Numero and MACCS extracts, ticket type update 
scheduling, and externalised film media

23

Exporting data updates and removing files 24

Horizon New dashboards, Data model extensions & Performance 25

Vouchers & Gift Cards Third Party Integration & Performance Improvements 26

Film Manager Future Planning, session approval, & Showtime Manager 
accessibility

27

Group Sales Custom booking types & booking status checklists 28

Debtor codes for individuals, Multiple Currencies, 
Expanded Microsoft Dynamics integration

29

Connect Emails, Region filtering & Specific order item limit 30

 D
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https://support.vista.co/mvc/DocumentsAndNews/documentation/releasenotes
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Vista Digital

Web

Additional payment options >

We’ve added the option to embed payment solutions provided by third 
parties (such as Braintree, Ayden, or PayU). This means that customers never 
have to leave your website. Transactions made using this option can still be 
refunded using Call Centre.

Good to know
Embedded payments cannot be used concurrently with cinema payment and 
web payment modules. If you enable embedded payments for Vista Web, these 
options will be disabled.

Documentation
For instructions, see the Setting up embedded payments topic in the Vista Web 
Getting Started Guide.
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Loyalty watchlist for Mobile >

Create better targeted communications by capturing the film preferences 
of your mobile users more accurately. This release of Mobile brings the 
Loyalty watchlist functionality and data to Mobile. These enhancements 
allow your mobile users to quickly and easily tell you what they want to see!

Documentation
Review setup information in the Mobile Getting Started Guide.

Mobile
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Discount on top of deals and paid modifiers  >

Kiosk is now able to apply item discounts on top of deals where deals have 
the Allow discount on this deal setting enabled. Kiosk also now applies 
percentage off discounts to paid modifiers. These enhancements bring Kiosk 
in line with existing POS functionality and require no additional configuration.

Kiosk

New seat picker

This release allows you to use the same seat picker used by other 
omnichannel component supported sales channels. Using this seat picker 
allows you to unify the look and feel of your seat maps across your sales 
channels. In addition, the OCC seat picker provides zoom functionality and 
extended allocation rules over the default seat picker.

Good to know
This seat picker uses the default icon pack provided by Vista. If you require 
changes or additions to the icon pack, contact your Vista representative for a 
custom build.

Documentation
You’ll need to configure and customize this seat picker to suit your needs before 
enabling it on your Kiosks. Check out the seat picker configuration topics in the 
Kiosk Getting Started Guide.
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Menu boards  >

We’ve continued to build on the custom menu board functionality in 
Signage Manager that was introduced in version 5.0.6. You can now add 
multiple panes that you can resize and add separate graphical content to 
each, giving you more creative freedom in the design process.

When selecting a media set to add, Signage Manager will automatically 
use the image in that set with the best size and resolution to fit your pane. 
You can choose whether to fit the media to the pane, or fill the entire pane 
without distorting the image, then you can customise the size and position 
of media.

When you’re ready to add your items to the menu board, you can now 
include additional text below each item using the new optional Extended 
Description field, which can be styled using different fonts and text sizes. If 
the extended description is not entirely to your liking, feel free to modify it 
to suit your needs.

You can also use a custom font for all text on your menu board and format it 
using a number of different text formats.

Good to know
Your menu board templates are now hardier than ever, with their new ability 
to survive network outages. If the Digital Signage player loses its connection 
to the server, your playlist containing the menu board template will continue 
playing as if nothing happened.

Documentation
See here and the Signage Manager embedded web help for more information.

Digital Signage

https://support.vista.co/mvc/DocumentsAndNews?type=Digital%20Signage&selectedGrouping=Product
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Full screen option in Trailer template >

We’ve added a new Full screen trailer option to the Trailer template. This 
will remove the display of the description and other film information for a 
more eye-catching sensation for your customers. You can also choose to 
include your cinema’s branded banner and the film status across the top 
and bottom of the sign if required.

Kitchen Order template enhancements >

Your Kitchen Order signs can now double as entertainment and 
advertising powerhouses! When there are no orders to display, utilise your 
valuable sign space with an advertising profile of your choice. Play movie 
trailers, display posters, or put up some food and beverage advertising 
to get more orders back on the signs. You can customise the wait time 
before your advertisements play, and the length of time that they play for.

When your signs are displaying orders again, we’ve also implemented 
additional customisations. You can choose to show or hide the name of 
the patron who placed the order, and you can split the Preparing orders 
and Ready orders to display on two different signs. Set all of this up when 
creating your playlist and we’ll do the rest.

Play audio in templates and takeovers

Transform your signage into a multi-sensory customer experience by 
adding audio to both your takeovers and your Trailer and Advertising 
profile templates.

When configuring your takeovers, you can select one of the media files 
in the takeover to play audio using the new option we’ve added to the 
media table. This option is also available when configuring the Trailer and 
Advertising profile templates.
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Living Ticket >

We’d earlier introduced you to our concept of paperless ticketing. Following 
that, we now bring you the Living Ticket!

Replacing printed paper tickets, the Living Ticket is a web link sent to cinema 
patrons following the confirmation of a booking with a ticket or concession 
purchase.

Good to know
Changes made to bookings and additional purchases made by a patron across 
sales channels (identified through contact details) are captured as the customer 
journey and reflected in the Living Ticket.

CXM (Customer Experience Manager)
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Enhanced Loyalty auditing >

To enhance security and auditing, we’ve introduced the following in Loyalty 
Admin:

• A list of password security rules that can be enforced for admin 
account users (including rules related to password complexity and to 
ensure personal data is not contained in passwords).

• Email and username added to the list of member personal details for 
which we log changes.

• A report that can be generated to view an individual Loyalty Admin 
user’s activities related to changes made to members’ personal details 
(including email, username, mobile, PIN, National ID, and Birthday).

Tracking Loyalty subscription category changes

It’s now possible to track the type and date of the last change made to a 
Loyalty subscription category even if a member has opted out. Earlier, a 
subscription category would be deleted if a member opted out.

Loyalty

Subscriptions >

Subscriptions is a new Vista product that allows you to offer subscription 
programs with different payment options and prices to your Loyalty 
members. Note: This is a separate product; it’s not a part of Loyalty.

Good to know
• Subscriptions can be set up with different prices and payment options, such as 

recurring automated monthly payments or one-time annual payments.
• Loyalty Manager is used to manage activities such as extending and cancelling 

subscription or putting them on hold.
• Subscription options are linked to Loyalty clubs.

Note: We’re still working on aspects of this product that require integration 
with Connect. For information on how this product can work for you in the near 
future, please contact your Account Manager. 
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Operations

Point of Sale

Displaying images for concession options at POS

Images on concession items at POS already help your POS operators quickly 
and easily identify the correct item to select. Now, child concession items 
for things like options and upsells can have images too!

This means that when you select something like a Small Drink, each of 
the drink options can have their own images on the button to identify the 
different flavours.

Good to know
Configure your items in the Item cabinet to have an Item Graphic set on the 
Media tab for all the child items you want to display an image at POS.

Transferring and merging Group Sales checks

In this release we’ve introduced the ability to transfer and merge Group 
Sales checks. This can make it quicker and easier to serve a large group of 
patrons that are part of a single Group Sales booking.

As you can only have a check open at one POS workstation at a time, this 
normally would restrict you to serving everyone in the group from a single 
POS. Now, you can open extra checks to serve the group across several 
workstations. When you’re finished, you can then merge all the separate 
checks into the one check used for the Group Sales booking as a whole.

Good to know
You can transfer items or merge into a Group Sales check, but you can’t transfer 
or merge out of one. To illustrate this, the Group Sales check will always be on 
the right-hand of the Transfer screen.

Tippable and non-tippable items

We’ve made POS smarter when it comes to tips. You can now treat any item 
class as non-tippable by enabling Exclude from Tippable Sales in Back Office. 
These item classes will then be excluded from surcharges and cash tips 
calculations.

Good to know
With our existing functionality, box office sundry items are already excluded 
from surcharges—this won’t be changing.
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Bulk cash up 

Your cash up procedure just got a whole lot faster. You can now cash up 
multiple sales sessions simultaneously to simplify and speed up your end-
of-day process. You can even easily select all sales sessions that have either 
zero sales or zero variance.

In the Cash up page of CashDesk, select as many closed sales sessions as you 
like and enter any necessary details. When you’re ready, click the Cash up 
button and Cinema Manager saves all the required financial information.

Miss the old way of doing things? We’ve included a Bulk cash up toggle in the 
Cashup page header to switch your cash up method from bulk sessions to 
single session, and back again, with the click of a button.

Good to know
The Default Destination Fund set in the Workstation Group cabinet of Back Office 
can now be used to auto-populate the Destination Fund in the Cashup screen.

Documentation
See the embedded help within Cinema Manager for more information.

Selling limits in Cinema Manager

Forget all your worries about overselling—the selling limit functionality 
from POS is now available in Cinema Manager for easier accessibility and 
convenience.

A new Selling Limits tab within Concessions allows you to set selling limits 
for all concession items at your cinema, for different durations, while taking 
note of items that need to be collected. You can do this in bulk for multiple 
items at once to make the whole process quick and easy. We’ve also included 
quick options, allowing you to mark items as sold out or available to sell. And 
if you want to add or subtract from the existing limit without doing sums in 
your head, our quick calculator has got you covered.

Good to know
A user group permission must be granted in Back Office for users to access 
selling limits.

Documentation
See the embedded help within Cinema Manager for more information.

Cinema Manager
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Cinema Manager performance increase 

We’ve enhanced Cinema Manager to run at much faster speeds and 
decreased its size by up to 85% in some modules. This enables the login page 
to load up to 75% faster than it did previously.

We’ve made this possible by separating the application into different 
modules (e.g. Concessions, CashDesk), and enabling each module to load 
individually, instead of loading the whole application each time you open a 
new page.

Good to know
Loading times will differ depending on the size of your database and the speed 
of your network connection. The loading time will be especially noticeable if you 
have a slow network connection – no customer is left behind!

Closing a sales session from multiple locations

You can now close a staff member’s sales session directly from the Sales 
Sessions Details page. This will not force a POS user to log off—however it is 
not recommended if the staff member is currently using a POS terminal.

Good to know
As in previous releases, you can also close a sales session from the Users page.

Reverse stock receipts 

You can now reverse the quantity of all receipt lines in a receipt quickly and 
easily with the new reverse stock receipts functionality. This allows you 
to remedy any mistakes made when entering a stock receipt from within 
Cinema Manager, without venturing into other Vista applications.

A new Reverse receipt option is available from the Receive/Return Stock 
drop down menu. This allows you to deduct the quantity of all receipt lines 
in the receipt either entirely or partially.
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Editing stock unit barcodes

Cinema Manager and InTouch are teaming up once again for all your 
stocktake needs! If you’re using the new barcode scanning feature to do your 
stocktake with InTouch, then the ability to configure those barcodes is an 
absolute must.

The new Stock unit barcodes module within Cinema Manager allows you 
to see a list of all items that have barcodes assigned to their stock units. 
From here you can edit and delete the barcodes to ensure nothing in your 
stocktake process is out of order.

Documentation
See the embedded help within Cinema Manager for more information.

Focus item setting in Cinema Manager

You can now change which concession item is displayed in the Focus Item 
widget directly from Cinema Manager, to make this process easier for 
management staff. The Focus item setting is located in the Cinema Manager 
settings, under Dashboard > Widget options.

This is also shared in InTouch; it will display the same in both applications and 
can be changed in either location.

Good to know
The previous functionality of changing the Focus Item via system setting in Back 
Office has been deprecated.

Documentation
See the embedded help articles within Cinema Manager for more information.
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Fund Balances report from CashDesk Overview page

You can now run the Fund Balances report directly from the CashDesk 
Overview page. Select the new option from your fund’s dropdown menu to 
run the report for the current business day regardless of the day selected on 
the overview page.

Use this shortcut to cut time out of your busy schedule to get the results 
you need without having to search for the report.

Split report data by film format in Marketing report

You can now split reporting data by film format in the Marketing report 
using the new report option Split Movie Format. When you select Yes, the 
report displays values split by movie format in the following sections:

• Box Office

• Sales Channel Analysis

• Ticket Sales vs ShowTime Analysis by Film

• Group Size Analysis by Film

Good to know
The default value for the report prompt is to not split movie formats. Any 
scheduled tasks for this report will have to be updated to include the new Split 
Movie Format prompt/value if they want their scheduled tasks to show this split.
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Transferring cash drawer top ups to funds

You can now transfer cash drawer top ups to funds directly from CashDesk. 
This option is available from a drop-down menu on each top up, mirroring 
the current functionality for closed sales sessions and cash drawer drops.

Good to know
The destination fund defaults to the fund from which the top up originally came, 
to save you time when reversing a top up.

Documentation
See the help articles within Cinema Manager for more information.

Unlock funds in CashDesk

You can now unlock all funds and sales sessions directly from CashDesk. 
Select Unlock POS sessions / funds from the top-right dropdown menu on 
the CashDesk page to ensure all your funds are unlocked and your business 
can continue as usual.

Good to know
You also have the option to deselect some funds if for any reason you want to 
keep some funds locked.
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Time & Attendance

Declaring cash tips with Time Clock

Your employees can now declare and edit their cash tips when using Time 
Clock. It’s easy—staff simply use the Declare cash tips button when clocked 
on. Staff can also choose to declare cash tips on the shift summary page 
once they’ve clocked off.

Good to know
You can also make edits at Time Clock to the total amount of cash tips declared at 
POS.

Emailing shift summaries from Time Clock 

Your staff can now email themselves a copy of their shift summary, making 
it simple to review their worked hours, tips and sales. When staff clock out, 
they simply select the Send summary button under their shift summary 
details. Staff will then be prompted to add or confirm a destination email 
address.

Good to know
When setting up this feature, you can configure email addresses to auto-
populate from MovieTeam or Cinema Manager. You can even personalise the 
email template.

To add this feature, you’ll need to be running Vista Notifier.

New Vista Time and Attendance installer 

We’ve created a brand-new installer, VistaTimeAndAttendance, which 
features our latest version of Time Clock. You’ll notice the enhanced 
integration of Time Clock with POS, which means your staff must clock-in 
before accessing any POS workstation. You’ll also see that Time Clock now 
seamlessly integrates with MovieTeam schedules.

In our new installer we’ve increased your security. Time Clock appears in a 
secure browser shell which prevents staff from navigating to other sites.

Good to know
We now support an on-screen keyboard for machines that don’t have a physical 
keyboard attached. We also now support hardware-based login methods, such 
as fingerprint scanners, security readers and barcode scanners.
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POS profile and Work Area overrides  

Now, after clocking in with Time Clock or Staff Clock, your staff can sign 
into any workstation and see POS reconfigured to match their Work Area. 
This feature provides you with the flexibility to have multiple staff use one 
workstation, even if they have different roles.

For example, if you only have one workstation for both a bartender and a 
server to use together, you can allow each staff member to access the POS 
profile they need. In this instance, the bartender will see the drinks options 
when they sign in, and the server will see food and snacks.

Good to know
This feature is configured in Back Office > Work Area > Point of Sale. As well as the 
POS profile, you can update other Work Area settings. For a full list, please refer 
to our Vista Cinema Online Documentation.

Frontline staff can update their Work Area any time they sign into Time Clock or 
Staff Clock.

Order-ready notifications at POS >

At POS, you can now collect customer mobile numbers to send alerts 
when their orders are ready for pick-up. Enable this service at individual 
workstations under Prompts > Prompt for Contact Details for Order-Ready 
Notification. This feature can be integrated with Apex food lockers.

Good to know
You’ll need to have Vista Notifier installed.

Documentation
For more information see our Vista Notifier Getting Started Guide.

Food & Beverage

https://support.vista.co/mvc/documentsandnews/documentation/OnlineDocumentationFileList
https://support.vista.co/mvc/DocumentsAndNews?type=Getting%20Started%20with%20Vista&selectedGrouping=
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Enhanced integration for Loyalty in Serve > 

We’ve enhanced Serve’s integration with Loyalty so your waitstaff can offer 
more personalised customer service.

Now, once you’ve added a member to a check, you’ll also see the following 
details:

• Their Loyalty points balance.

• Their average spend band ($, $$, $$$).

• Their number of visits in the last 6 months.

In addition, waitstaff will have member-only items available for selection 
throughout Serve.

Good to know
You can now add or remove a member from a check at any time, providing no 
Loyalty rewards or member-only items have been redeemed.

You can configure spend bands using the AverageMemberSpendBands system 
setting in Back Office.

Serve
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Searching for items in Serve

Now, you can search for order items in Serve. Rather than going through 
menus and submenus, your waitstaff can find less-frequently-sold items 
with one simple search. You can also use our new functionality to locate 
individual items in packages.

For example, if your customer requests a Medium Coke, you can now simply 
search and add the specific item, rather than selecting Medium Drink then 
Medium Coke.

You’ll find the new search box located at the top of every item menu inside a 
check.

Good to know
We’re using fuzzy search to identify items by their short or long names. This 
means you’re more likely to find what you need, even without an exact match.

Adding manual discounts in Serve

We’ve enhanced Serve so that you can add manual discounts. In the order 
cart, you’ll find the Discounts option in the menu. From here, your staff can 
view and select any pre-set discounts that could apply to the current order.

Good to know
Discounts are secured based on user group permissions.

To access this feature, you’ll need to be running the Order Basket Service, 2.0.0 
(or higher). You’ll also need Sales Server 5.0.5.23 (or higher) and Cinema 5.0.5.23 
(or higher).
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Stocktake

Barcode Scanning >

You can now scan the barcodes of concession items during stocktake using 
your mobile device’s camera, or an external scanner. When you add a count, 
InTouch automatically remembers the stock unit selected for that barcode. 
Whenever it is scanned in future, InTouch displays the Add Count page for 
the corresponding item, and automatically selects the correct stock unit.

This can all be done offline and will be synced to the server when your device 
reconnects to Wi-Fi.

As with the existing ticket scanning functionality, you can activate and 
deactivate your flashlight from the scanner page for scanning barcodes in 
the dark.

This will save an immense amount of time every stocktake, as you will never 
need to search for an item again. As soon as you see a barcode, you can add a 
count straightaway.

Good to know
Users must be granted the new user group permission Assign Barcodes to Stock 
Units in Head Office and Back Office in order to assign barcodes to stock units.

If multiple items are assigned to the same barcode, you can select one from a list 
when you scan that barcode.

InTouch

Notification when offline counts not synced >

If you have offline counts that have not yet been synced to your stocktake, 
InTouch now notifies you when the app is closed or set to run in the 
background. When you tap the notification, the Stocktake page is displayed.

This provides both a helpful reminder that your work is not yet complete and 
an easy way to return to the app.
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Recount flag on stocktake items

Our new Recount label simplifies your stocktake process even further! No 
matter what page you’re on, the trademark orange colour reveals which 
items need to be recounted. This appears on any page containing items to be 
recounted, and is also displayed as a flag on the main Stocktake page against 
any stocktakes that include these items.

If all you want to do is recount, we’ve got a filter just for you. Tap Recounts 
only to get rid of all other items so you can get them out of the way and 
focus on the task at hand.

Barcode scanner settings

We’ve redesigned the barcode scanner settings in InTouch to make your life 
easier when configuring your device’s scanner.

We’ve added new settings to allow you to configure the barcode scanning 
functionality that is new to Stocktake in version 5.0.7. You can choose to 
either show or hide the camera view in case you don’t want to use the 
feature, or if you haven’t set up your barcodes yet. You can also customise 
haptic and audio feedback for when a barcode is successfully scanned during 
stocktake, and when it is identified as a concession item.

We’ve also split the ticket scanning settings and stocktake scanning settings 
into two pages to improve navigation and general usability.

If you use an external scanner, we now display its hardware details and 
remaining battery within the scanner settings.

Variance display

When you’re doing a stocktake, InTouch now displays the variance between 
the number of items that have been counted and the number of items 
expected to be counted. The variance is displayed on all pages that the item 
count is displayed, including the Item Search, Add Count, and History pages. 
It is also colour-coded yellow when negative and blue when positive to make 
it easy to view at a glance.

The ability to see the variance when in the middle of a stocktake will cut 
down your work time in a big way, as it can eliminate the need for lengthy 
recounts if you can identify where any count errors may have been made.

If you’re working offline, the variance will still be updated as you work. 
However, you won’t be able to see updates from other staff if they are 
working on the same stocktake elsewhere.

Good to know
Users must be granted the new user group permission View Variances for 
variances to be displayed. This can be assigned in the InTouch settings, Head 
Office, or Back Office.
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Self Scan 

This release, Vista brings you a brand-new product! 

Running on a large touch-screen device, Self Scan is a lightweight, practical 
app that allows cinema patrons to scan their own tickets when entering 
a movie. This allows for optimal social distancing, eliminates the need for 
multiple ushers, and cuts down queues.

In a time when social distancing couldn’t be more critical, we’re doing our 
best to help you and your customers stay safe and feel comfortable. 

When using Self Scan, one usher can oversee multiple terminals, allowing 
you to minimise staff expenditures, and reduce the number of people in one 
area of your site.

In the future, we think you’ll continue to love Self Scan, as queues become a 
thing of the past. The entire customer experience within your cinema will be 
seamless and smooth, allowing you to focus on selling tickets, rather than 
scanning them.

To find out more about Self Scan, contact your Vista Account Manager.
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Improved performance for MovieTeam 

We’ve been working hard to improve MovieTeam’s performance. You’ll 
notice faster processing times throughout the product, especially when 
loading and publishing schedules.

Evenly distribute shift hours in MovieTeam >

We know it’s important that your shift hours are apportioned evenly 
between employees. That’s why we’ve enhanced our auto-allocation 
functionality in the MovieTeam scheduler. Now, when Evenly distribute 
hours is switched on, your new schedule will be built to prioritise employees 
with fewer shifts already scheduled, so that the final allocation is well-
balanced.

Good to know
You’ll find this new feature as a part of the existing Auto Allocate tool in 
MovieTeam.

MovieTeam
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Head Office

Enterprise

Schedule Numero Extract’s for Head Office 

Numero extracts are now available for Head Office. They work the exact 
same way as their Cinema counterparts, but report data from your Head 
Office database. If you use post sale ticket value adjustments (such as those 
required for unlimited ticket schemes) or perform financial reconciliation at 
Head Office, and you’d like that data to be reflected in Numero’s box office 
reporting, this extract will give you what you need.

Good to know
Numero extracts are performed by scheduled tasks. If you’ve set up the Cinema 
scheduled task, you’re most of the way to setting up the Head Office version — 
there’s only a couple of extra parameters for Head Office.

Documentation
For more information, see the Numero Extract HowTo Guide.

Schedule large scale updates to your ticket type’s sales 
channels 

This change is all about simplifying updates to your ticket types’ sales 
channels. We know sales channels updates are often planned ahead of time, 
so we created a page to take advantage of that. The Schedule Sales Channel 
Updates page lets you pick your ticket types, price cards, and a date, then 
watch as your changes are made across your circuit.

Benefits
• Schedule updates ahead of time, taking the difficulty out of getting the right 

updates on the right date.
• Save time by making sales channel updates across multiple ticket types and 

price cards.

Shrink your Cinema Database with Externalised Film 
Media

If your sites use SQL Express, or you’ve been struggling with server space, 
we’ve created a feature that could make your operations significantly easier.  

We call it externalised film media. Put briefly, it means taking your films’ 
images out of your Cinema database, and putting them somewhere else. 
All of your Vista applications work exactly the same (including Digital 
Signage) but your media is stored in a location that isn’t restricted by server 
limitations (like a local disk).

Good to know
• This feature doesn’t affect Vista applications that use your film images. They’ll 

keep working as they do now.
• When you set up this feature, your Cinema database will shrink in proportion 

to how many film images you have. The more images you have, the smaller 
the database will become.

Documentation
For more information and set up steps, see the Externalising Film Media Feature 
Guide.

Version number for MACCS extracts

We’ve added a version number to the data you send to MACCS. This will make 
it easier for us, and MACCS, to help you with any issues you’re having with 
your MACCS extracts.

Don’t worry about recording this number or finding this number — we’ll find 
it for you by looking at your extract files.

Good to know
The MACCS version number was introduced in the following Head Office and 
Cinema releases:

• 5.0.4.29
• 5.0.5.15
• 5.0.6.3
• 5.0.7.0.9903
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Export linked screened data to Cinema

If you control your sites’ screens from Head Office, you’ll be interested to 
know that control now includes linked screens. Link two screens in Head 
Office, then export both to Cinema. The screens will be linked at Cinema as 
well. That saves set up time and gives you more control over your circuit’s 
screens.

Good to know
If you’re already controlling screens from Head Office, this feature doesn’t 
require any extra setup. Just link your screens in Head Office, and export to 
Cinema as normal.

Documentation
For more information, see the Controlling Screens From Head Office HowTo 
Guide.

Removing territories from film titles when you export 
them

We’ve improved Head Office’s integration with film territories. If you use 
film territories, you’ll be happy to know Head Office now removes territory 
codes from film titles before sending those films to Cinema.

Benefits
Film records are easier for your sites to use.

There’s no risk of a film title with a territory code (for example, gb The Godfather) 
being displayed on your sales channels.

Documentation
If you’d like to read more about film territories, please see the Head Office User 
Guide.

Scheduled task to help delete unnecessary files

We’ve introduced a scheduled task to automate the deletion of files. If 
unnecessary files (like old film images) are clogging your server or local disk, 
the File Cleanup task offers an easy way to regularly delete them.

Benefits
• You can set up the File Cleanup task to delete files from several locations.
• You have control over what files the task deletes, including how old the files 

are, what the files’ extensions are, and even what characters the file name 
starts with.

• The task won’t delete filetypes that Vista applications need to work properly 
(exe, dll, mdf, ldf, ini, config, sys, vdf, nupkg, asax, svc, asmx, aspx, and html 
files). That means there’s no way to accidentally break your Vista setup.
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New dashboards

We figured your time is better spent analysing your dashboards, rather than 
creating them, so we’ve created new dashboards to help you get the most 
out of your data. We’ve also simplified the creation process with the KPI 
gallery.

Benefits
• Daily performance – View key KPIs across your circuit compared to the 

previous week.
• KPI Gallery – A detailed range of metrics across Box Office, Concessions and 

Labour to help users choose their key KPIs and then quickly build custom 
dashboards.

• Weekly performance update – Quickly compare this week to last week, and 
to the same week last year. See insights from across Box Office, Concessions, 
Loyalty and Occupancy.

• Executive Summary – A mobile-first, real-time view of admits and revenue 
split into box office, concessions and sundries.

Data model extensions

We’ve incorporated even more data into Horizon so you can better understand 
your circuit. Use the following data points give you a deeper insight into the 
operation of your business.

Benefits
• Promotions – track the progress of the promotion of a film or product.
• Staff data – understand how labour costs compare to figures such as 

concession sales and admits.
• Cinema budgets – see how you are tracking against budgets and forecasts per 

day, week, month, and more.
• Ticket price adjustments – identify more dynamic pricing details during 

different times of day.
• Vouchers and gift cards – understand your liability of outstanding vouchers 

and gift cards, and track the breakage of existing ones.

Performance increase

Horizon now uses data caching to significantly improve performance of even 
large and complex queries across a range of data.

Horizon
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Vouchers & Gift Cards

New service for integrating Vouchers & Gift Cards with 
third parties

The VGC Integration Service is an API designed so that your business partners 
can create client orders. If you work with a third party that sells your 
vouchers/gift cards, and you’d like to streamline that process, then the VGC 
Integration Service can help. Contact us if you’d like more details.

Benefits
Business partners can sell or give away your vouchers and gift cards, without 
having to contact you. That saves time for you and them.

You control the voucher types your business partners can create orders for.

Full visibility over any orders your business partners create.

Performance improvements

This version of VGC comes with performance improvements in key areas 
such as searching in Voucher Manager, redeeming gift cards through Online 
Voucher Validation, and vouchers on demand. 

Good to know
These improvements will be especially visible if you have a lot of vouchers — the 
more vouchers you have, the more improvements you’ll see.
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Film Manager

Future Planning in Film Manager 

Film Manager has been updated with a Future Planning page. This page 
displays a grid with booking slots and weeks for a cinema and will allow 
you to create and manage bookings for that cinema across those weeks. 
Functionality available on this page makes it easy for you to view and edit 
bookings across selected weeks.

Good to know
This view is similar to Cinema Planning in Film Programming.

This page can be accessed through Circuit Planning, the Holdover sheet, and 
under Programming in Film Manager.

Approving planned sessions

When performing a bulk change of session statuses to Approved in 
Showtime Manager, you can now choose to exclude sessions that have 
statuses other than planned or imported.

Good to know
When you multi-select sessions, you will be notified of the number of sessions 
that don’t have either of the statuses, so you can choose to exclude those 
sessions or move all the sessions you’ve selected to the Approved state.

Benefits
This enhancement ensures that sessions that have already been opened or 
closed do not move back to the Approved state.

You can use the multi-select option without having to first look at the statuses 
of sessions.

Showtime Manager accessibility

Showtime Manager in Film Manager is now more accessible. In earlier 
releases, you could access it only under Circuit Planning. Now you can also 
access it either directly from the Film Manager menu under Programming, 
or from the Holdover (You can also access the Holdover from Showtime 
Manager).

Good to know
Showtime Manager now has a new icon: 
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Create custom booking types > 

Until now, Group Sales’ booking types have described the majority of 
bookings. But occasionally, you might’ve wished you could create your own. 
That’s now possible—you can set up custom booking types, so there’s always 
one to suit the situation. This makes Group Sales easier to use by creating 
booking types your staff will recognise. 

Good to know
Your custom booking types are sub-types of Group Sales existing booking types:

• Private
• Distributor
• Public

This helps you group your booking types, so you can track them easily.

Documentation
For more information, see the Group Sales User Guide.

Customise your booking statuses checklists and 
reasons 

Group Sales’ 5.0.7 release makes your booking statuses’ checklists and 
reasons even more useful, by letting you customise them. Create, edit, and 
delete as many checklist tasks, or reasons, as you need to suit your sales 
process.

Documentation
For more information, see the Group Sales User Guide.

Group Sales
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Create debtor codes for individuals

We’ve enhanced debtor codes, so you can add them to individuals — not just 
companies.

Documentation
• When you assign an individual to a company, Group Sales automatically gives 

the individual the company’s debtor code. The same thing happens if you 
move a contact from one company to another.

• If you turn a contact into an individual, Group Sales clears their debtor code.

Displaying multiple currencies

We’ve improved the way Group Sales displays currencies.

Group Sales and its additional modules now automatically detect the 
currency symbol they need to display. This is based on the site they’re 
displaying information for. For example, a customer using the Group Sales 
Public Portal in Ireland would see prices with the € symbol. A customer in 
Britain would see £. If both those customers make a booking inquiry, you’ll 
see the same symbols inside of Group Sales.

Documentation
For more information, please see the Currency symbols section of the Group 
Sales Getting Started Guide.

Expanded Microsoft Dynamics integration

Group Sales could already import your contacts from MS Dynamics, now it 
can do the same for opportunities. Create an opportunity, Group Sales will 
create a matching booking. Create or update a booking, Group Sales will 
update your Dynamics opportunities.

Each organisation handles their Dynamics opportunities differently. That 
means integrating Dynamics’ opportunities with Group Sales’ bookings 
is always a unique process. If you’re interested in this integration, please 
contact us. We can discuss what’s involved, and how long it may take.

Benefits
Enjoy the advantages of both platforms without increasing overheads.

Good to know
Dynamics integration needs to be enabled. It’s your choice whether you turn it 
on or not.

Pre-set event types for packages

In 5.0.6, we gave you the ability to create your own event types. In this 
release, we’ve made those event types easier to use.

Now when you set your packages up, you can give them an event type 
too. When customers make a booking inquiry through the Group Sales 
Public Portal, Group Sales will automatically assign that event type to the 
booking, so you don’t have to do it manually.

Good to know
You can only assign private event sub-types to booking packages.
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Connect

Connect emails 

Connect’s improved email infrastructure and flexible Liquid templating give 
you more options to keep in touch with your patrons. You can now send 
a variety of tailored emails to your customers using Notifier via Connect, 
including:

• Booking confirmations

• Membership signups

• Subscription purchases

Documentation
For more information, see the Connect Emails Feature Guide.

Connect system setting to specify order concession 
limit

We’ve introduced a new system setting in Connect called 
OrderConessionLimit. This setting rejects requests that add a large 
amount of concessions to an order to prevent DOS attacks and associated 
performance degradation.

Good to know
This setting works in conjunction with concession limits on client applications. 
OrderConcessionLimit is intended to work as a secondary limit in case the limit 
configured on the client application is bypassed.

Region filtering in Connect 

Multi-region support is now available in Connect, letting you retrieve 
location-specific sales data. By using a new region HTTP request header, 
you can retrieve a subset of sales data that’s applicable to a certain location. 
You can also define region-based system setting overrides, giving you more 
control over the regional experiences on your remote sales channels.

Region filtering is available for:

• Films

• Sites

• Showtimes

• Screening dates

• Watchlist

• Recommended films

• Recommended cinemas

• Bookings

Documentation
For more information, see the Connect Sales Regions Feature Guide.


